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Understanding and shaping the unprecedented 
future of cooling 

• Equivalent of 10 ACs to be sold every 
second for next 30 years (IEA, 2018)

• By 2050, cooling will require additional 
electricity capacity larger than combined 
generation capacity of US, EU & India in 
2016 

• 1.1 billion people face 
immediate risks from lack of access to 
cooling

• Estimated cooling gap of 2-5 billion people 
in 2050 who are exposed to heat stress, 
but don't have the capacity to adapt to it 
with an air conditioner



Cooling for sustainable development



Lock-in to vapour compression air conditioning

• Top patent countries: China, Japan, South Korea, United States, and Germany

• Top patent assignees are dominated by East Asian manufacturers

• Promising alternative technologies: absorption, magnetic & thermoelectric
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Potential of passive cooling

• Much less research and development than active (AC) cooling

• heat-gain prevention, heat-gain modulation, heat dissipation 

• Top five countries: US, China, UK, Italy, India

• High potential for further collaboration 

• Dominant technology:  Ventilation 

• Emerging technology: Radiative cooling
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Placing humans at the core of understanding 
cooling needs

• Cooling needs are informed not only by temperature but also by 
architecture, design, colours, light intensity, food, drinks, local culture 
and society, and emotions

• Social construction of ‘comfort’ and the need for cooling charged with 
ideas and perceptions of modernity and progress (materially executed 
by building industries, technology producers, media) 

• Ownership of AC was prerogative sine qua non in the US 

• Varied behavioural and cultural approaches to cooling 

• E.g., clothing, diet, lifestyles, and vernacular architecture influence 
thermal comfort differently in diverse geographies



Change in CDDs for 1.5oC and 2.0oC (Median)

Joint work with David Wallom at 
OeRC

CDD baseline temperature = 21oC

Median and 90th percentile seasonal 
total CDDs based on ~500 runs

Temporal resolution: 6 hourly. Results 
for June to September (122 days)

HADAM4 climate model with spatial 
resolution: 0.55 x 0.833 degrees

Recent historical based on years 
2006-2015

Preliminary results from ~500 runs
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